and 500. The whole of the apparatus is carried on a wagon as described in the paper, with the exception of the transformer, which is carried on a second wagon. The weight of the two wagons with their apparatus is about 8 tons, and the set is capable of testing as much as 50 km. of cable to 150,000 volts, while the weight of a corresponding alternating-current equipment for testing a length of only 15 km. would be about 25 tons. As DrLichtenstein points out, the advantage in weight is quite surprising ; furthermore, a test which formerly took in many cases several weeks, owing to difficulties of transport and the time occupied in arranging the apparatus, can now be carried out in a few days. It is also possible to complete the testing of the cables before the central station is ready to supply power ; and this is often an advantage of great value. DISCUSSION BEFORE T H E INSTITUTION, IO FEBRUARY, 1916. Mr. Welbourn.
Mr. B. WELBOURX : I should like for a moment to be allowed to depart from the strict order in which our meetings are conducted. I have heard within the last hour or two, with the greatest pleasure, that our President's eldest son, who is in the Royal Engineers and is an Associate Member of the Institution, has been awarded the Military Cross for valour in the field. The President's youngest son has also obtained the same decoration * and has received promotion after 16 months of trench warfare. I think members will agree with me that the Sparks family is doing well, seeing that not only have two of them gained distinction, but Mr. Sparks' other son and his brother are also doing duty at the Front.
Turning now to the paper, I should like to enter a slight protest against its form. It is usual in presenting papers on any subject to pay some tribute to the work of others in the same field, and I could have wished that the author had given us first a general treatise on the different methods which have been proposed and actually used for the continuous-current testing of cables. In particular he might have referred to the excellent work which Mr. E. A. Watson has done and which was described before the Institution some years ago.f There is nothing new in the use of continuous current for testing cable networks. Fifteen years ago I was using continuous-current machines for testing the c.c. cable networks then so much in vogue, and the method was only given up for two reasons : first, because of the great increase in the number of alternatingcurrent networks, and, secondly, because the 2,000-volt continuous-current motor-generators which were available were of such flimsy construction that they were always breaking down for mechanical reasons. With the great improvements which have taken place in continuous-current machines, particularly for traction work up to 5,000 volts per commutator, it is quite easy now, by putting two or four machines in series, to get up to 10 000 or 20,000 volts. This affords a subject for very much thought among cable engineers as to whether there might not be some reversion to continuous-current testing of alternating-current systems, say up to 10,000 volts, with the apparatus now available, seeing that Dr. Lichtenstein and M. Laporte have established some sort of relationship between continuous-current and alternating-current pressures. I think the author has not made it quite clear that one should differentiate between the tests which are carried out on cables. I think he will agree that where cables are to be used for alternating-current transmission, the tests on them at the makers' works should be made with alternating current and not continuous current, Mr. because the cables must be tested for dielectric hysteresis. On the other hand, after the cables have been laid it seems to me that it is merely necessary, as the author says, to ascertain that the cables have not been mishandled and to test the joints. Sample joints can of course be tested at the works to satisfy oneself that the joint per se is satisfactory, but we do want some method which can be easily applied of testing the soundness of the installation when it is completed, and I think this is where continuous current may possibly find considerable application. I have recently had a case where a number of 9-mile lengths of 20,000-volt cable had to be tested at 40,000 volts and 25 cycles. That means the provision of transforming apparatus capable of giving an output of 1,290 k.v.a. and weighing upwards of 20 tons, which is a very serious proposition, not only from the point of view of first cost, but also of transport from one point to another. Then it is necessary to bear in mind the increase of transmission pressures. We now have 33,000-volt cables, and I think that 50,000-volt 3-core cables may be used in the near future in this country; in fact, they have already been proposed for one important scheme. It will be seen that to test a 50,000-volt cable in perhaps 20-mile or 30-mile lengths at 100,000 volts and a frequency of 50 is an impossible proposition, commercially, and therefore we must seriously consider the use of a continuous-current pressure. To my mind the main thing is to satisfy the users of the-cables that the continuous-current test is a practicable proposition. As the author says, if we get a breakdown under continuous current with practically no power behind it, we merely puncture the insulation and we may or may not be able to burn the fault out. I have seen several miles of cable charged to a potential of 130,000 volts (continuous current) and then discharged at one end, the spark obtained being terrific. When the insulation is pierced in such a case, I believe that the stored energy would be discharged through the puncture, thereby providing the cleanest burnout that could be desired. The advantages of the continuous-current test are considerable. We have a readier means of dealing with any moisture in the cable-the effect of alternating-current pressures is to disperse moisture, whereas with continuous current osmosis helps us and all the moisture is concentrated at one point, so that the period during which a breakdown may occur should be considerably shortened. A second advantage is that much greater lengths of cable can be tested at one time with commercial apparatus. Before committing oneself to continuous-current apparatus, however, one must be satisfied that the apparatus is satisfactory. I have had no WITH CONTINUOUS CURRENT: DISCUSSION. 617 Mr. experience with the apparatus which the author describes, e ourn " a n d I should like to ask one or two questions about it.
First of all, the author remarks that the oscillograph tests show that the nature of the current is not oscillatory. Can he show us any of those records ? Secondly, he refers to quantity tests deduced from oscillograph records, but he omits to mention the length of cable connected to the apparatus. Perhaps he will give us that information. T h e author makes one or two rather disparaging remarks about opposition from cable manufacturers, and I think he must have had in mind F r e n c h manufacturers rather than British manufacturers in making that statement. Again, in connection with Fig. i , I think he would perhaps have gained more sympathy from cable manufacturers if he had paid some tribute to the work on similar lines which has been done in England. Sir John Snell's book* contains an exactly similar curve, which was prepared TO years ago by my colleagues and myself in conjunction with Mr.
Bernard Price from data obtained on the first 20,000-volt 3-core cables constructed in this c o u n t r y . N l do not agree with the author's remark that this curve indicates dielectric fatigue. Our experience with this curve was that if we applied, say, 50,000 volts to a 20,000-volt cable we could, after a definite time, break down the cable ; whereas if the pressure was removed just before breakdown a n d the cable allowed to cool, the same cycle could be gone through indefinitely, and one could predict within a quarter of an hour exactly when the failure would occur. I think, therefore, that as regards modern paper-insulated power cables the author's statements about dielectric fatigue "do not hold good when tested at the usual frequencies at which power is supplied. In conclusion I should like to say that, instead of the author having to convert the cable makers, his campaign will have to b e carried out a m o n g the cable users.\ Mr.
Mr. A. P. T R O T T E R :
Before discussing the paper I should like to have re-read the scientific work of Mr. Evershed and Mr. Addenbrooke, and the practical papers by Mr. Beaver, Mr. Vernier, and others on this subject, which is related to dielectrics and the testing of them. I think we have not had for a long time a paper on cable testing which compares the Continental method of breakdown on flash test, and the time test, which has been more common in this country, and I do not consider this paper does so. For a long time it has been the custom to test for half an hour. In the old days that was quite easy. Then one began witli double the working pressure. When, however, the extra-high-pressure cable was introduced, the rule was to test at double the voltage up to 10,000 volts, and at the working pressure plus 10,000 volts for anything higher than that, since in those days one could not find the apparatus to carry out the test in any other way. Half an hour was still 1 the nominal time, but it introduced difficulties. The time question does, I think, want more consideration than it has yet received. Mr. Vernier gave some examples | of the effect of time, and Mr. Evershed in his recent paper I gave a time curve similar to Fig. 1 , pointing out the necessity for the careful interpretation of that time curve. If we find that we are well over the knee of the curve we have only to plot with a different set of abscissae and we find that we arc far Mr.' from that point. One therefore cannot draw conclusions rrottei# from the curve without knowing a good deal about the quantities involved. The actions which occur in a cable under electric stress have been the subject of a great deal of scientific work, and I believe that practical men are rather divided in the application of those scientific principles. The author says at the beginning of the paper that "there is no definite relation between the insulation resistance and the dielectric strength," but later he appears to assume there is some relation. The object of the test after laying is to discover any defects which may have been produced ; but, as Mr. Welbourn has said, the most important point is to find out whether the joints have been properly made. One would like to hear from practical men to what extent a large length of cable can be cut up into convenient sections for testing. The networks of cables are extending every day. In the second column on page 609 the author considers it to be difficult to test 12 miles of cables at 40,000 volts-I assume that to mean a 30,000-volt cable tested at an additional 10,000 volts. If the cables can be treated in shorter sections, the difficulties would, of course, be largely decreased. The test could be made from various sub-stations and generating stations, and that is a question on which I should like to hear the opinions of practical users of cables. I had hoped that, with the scientific work of Mr. Addenbrooke and the test Mr. Rayner suggested some time ago, of superimposing a small testing continuous current upon the alternating cur rent, and merely observing the fall of resistance, one might have predicted rather more quickly what was going to happen to a cable, and might thereby have shortened the period of testing. I think it is now open to doubt whether a test lasting half an hour is really wanted. In the old days cables did break down after 20 minutes' test, and I remember my predecessor, Major Cardew, telling me that the period of half an hour ought not to be diminished. The question now arises, however, whether under modern conditions of 3-core cables at extra high pressures the cable after being subjected to a very great pressure for 20 minutes is being injured, or at all events weakened temporarily by heating of the dielectric. On the other hand, to test with the working pressure plus 10,000 volts allows practically no margin of safety for ordinary surges that may arise every day.
Mr. F. C. RAPHAEL : I am glad Mr. Trotter called attention to Mr. Evershed's paper, because I intended to do so, and also to the discussion on that paper. Reading that again, after a lapse of time, especially with the full report of the discussion in the Journal, permits one to gather a great deal about what really occurs in the dielectric of a cable. I think Mr. Welbourn is expressing only his personal view when he says that cable makers do not object at all to the user repeating the alternating-current breakdown test. There is a distinct objection to this, and quite rightly, because it involves possibilities of overdoing things, for instance setting up resonance effects from the test itself, so that it is as well not to place it in the hands of those who are not used to making such tests. The factory test should, to my mind, be amply sufficient in most cases. We must obviously have an alternatingcurrent test for the dielectric stress. The stress to which the continuous current subjects the cable is quite different, Raphael.
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and the fact that some observers have found the breakdown voltage with certain cables to be from 3 to 4 times greater with continuous current than with alternating, cannot be taken as fixing this ratio for every cable and every class of fault. For instance, the fault which the author describes as having been broken down successfully with continuous current was produced by flattening the cable. It is quite possible that if he had produced that fault by making a pin-hole in the cable and allowing a small amount of water to be absorbed until the insulation resistance had decreased to about 1 megohm or only slightly less, he would not have broken down that fault with continuous current at all, although he would have been able to do so with twice the working alternating voltage or the alternating voltage plus 10,000. When a repetition of the test for dielectric stress or a breakdown test after laying is absolutely necessary, it can, in the case of comparatively short cables, be carried out with apparatus which can be easily provided in the works, if proper care is taken. In the olden days we were satisfied with a couple of stepup transformers with their secondaries in series. That answered very well, and such apparatus has broken down hundreds of faults which withstood the ordinary pressure. Mr. Welbourn has pointed out that this fatigue idea of the author's is wrong, that is to say, the cable does not get a permanent strain ; it is either something in the nature of merely a temporary strain or it is a sub-permanent strain, so that if we go through the same cycle of testing for the same time we shall not break the cable down. That being so, the only reason against its repetition when necessary, apart from unskilled testing, is the difficulty of obtaining large apparatus. Of course in very many cases there is no need to test very long cables joined up together. The most satisfactory method of all for testing a cable after laying is one mentioned by Mr. Beaver in his recent paper.* Mr. Beaver proposed a cable with a metal sheath a little way under the lead and separated from the latter by a comparatively thin layer of insulation. That layer of insulation is tested and will have an insulation resistance of some megohms per mile if it is all right. If the lead is punctured after laying, or if the cable is seriously flattened, or anything of that sort occurs, the insulation between the test sheath and the lead will partly break down, or break down altogether. Of course that device increases the cost of the cable to a certain extent, because it is necessary to make the test sheath of a certain thickness of metal for mechanical reasons. The Germans have recently shown us, however, a way in which possibly the cost of that sheath may be diminished. Owing to the dearth of copper in Germany, they are using zinc for the conductors of their cables. It is a very poor makeshift, judging by what I have read in the German papers, because new rules and new precautions are constantly being issued telling people how to use such cables, and explaining that if properly used they are not so bad as they really are. It might be quite possible, however, to use zinc wire for such a test sheath, because the conductance does not matter and the thickness of metal to give the necessary mechanical strength could thus be had at a lower cost than with copper wire or strip. referred to by Mr. Welbourn, have never been published, * Journal I.E.E., vol. 53, p. 57. 1915. and in a way they were not completely successful. It Mr. was an attempt to test a large cable at 150,000 volts with continuous current, using an improved form of electrical influence machine. The ordinary electrical influence machine is constructed of glass plates, tin-foil, and varnish. This was an effort to lift the influence machine out of the realms of the physical laboratory and make an engineering job of it. If one considers the theory of the influence machine, one finds that the output of the machine is limited by the dielectric strength of the air in which it works, and if the dielectric strength of the air cotild be doubled one could double the output of the machine. If air is compressed, its dielectric strength increases nearly in proportion to the pressure, and if the output obtainable from given cubical contents be calculated it will be found that by employing an air pressure of about 10 atmospheres or 150 lb. per sq. in. it is theoretically possible to obtain an output comparable with that which would be given by a dynamo of the same dimensions. The first step taken to improve the influence machine was therefore to run it in compressed air, and later on nitrogen was tried. The next step was to get a greater amount of active surface in the same cubic space. The ordinary influence machine is sometimes built with two or three or even more plates, but it has a separate set of collector gear and brush gear for every plate, so that in attempting to build a very large machine with a very large number of plates, if the ordinary methods of construction were followed one would get a very unmechanical machine on account of the large amount of brush gear. A construction was therefore adopted which did away with all these different brushes, by connecting the active material on each plate together by axial rods passing through the machine, and these axial rods were brought to a collector on the end of the shaft corresponding more or less to the commutator of a dynamo. The machine in question was designed for an output of \ kw. at 150,000 volts. The ordinary influence machine gives generally about 1 watt or, at the most, 2 or 3 watts, so that this was rather an ambitious scheme. The machine had 30 revolving plates each i 2 | in. in diameter, and the metal sectors, instead of being made of tin-foil pasted on glass, were made of sheet brass vulcanized into ebonite. The collector consisted of hardened steel rods screwed into an ebonite disc and joined to these revolving sectors by axial rods passing through the machine. The stator or fixed portion of the machine simply consisted of a number of steel plates with cast-iron distance pieces holding them apart. These plates were built up into units, bolted together, and the units were mounted on ebonite insulators cemented into cast-iron rings, so that all glass or anything of that nature was effectively done away with. The machine was separately excited by a small overhung exciter at the end of the main machine, and this exciter was connected to a needle-point gap outside. By varying the needle-point gap one could control the excitation of the exciter and thereby the output of the main machine. The machine was not completely successful owing to trouble caused by breakdown of the solid insulation, although in other respects it realized all our expectations in the way of output and general performance. When used for testing a length of several miles of concentric cable we got up to 150,000 volts on one occasion for two or three minutes, and we had several runs at 130,000 volts Mr. Watson. for a period of half an hour or so. Eventually, however, the machine broke down from general disintegration, the solid material puncturing everywhere, the punctures in every case showing evidence of a large amount of power behind them and being accompanied by general mechanical disintegration of all the ebonite in the vicinity. The chief reason why the machine failed was, I think, that in attempting to build an influence machine on a large scale we had neglected various precautions which do not come into account in the ordinary small-power machine. The chief fault was that the number of sectors on the rotor was too small and their size too large. Consequently, as they revolved they introduced serious oscillations and surgings of the voltage of the different portions of the machine. The fact that the multiplicity of brush gear common to the ordinary influence machine had been replaced by a collective grouping of the sectors with the use of a single brush, only served to aggravate this fault. There was also some sparking at the brushes due to their not being at exactly the same potential as the oncoming collector segment, although special means had been taken to reduce this difference of potential to a minimum. This sparking set up oscillatory currents in the axial rods and rotor sectors. The amount of power behind the oscillations was comparatively large, and breakdown of the insulation occurred, although the factor of safety against breakdown was nominally about 20 to 1. Some day I hope to have another opportunity of working on the same subject. It is very interesting and has not been worked on by other investigators ; and I believe that if another attempt were made to build such a machine for this work it could be done with a much greater degree of success.
{Communicated) : There is no question of the importance of being able to test a cable when laid without the necessity for the large and expensive transformers which are required for carrying out the test with alternating current, and on this account the paper is of great value. There are, however, one or two points on which one would like to have a little further information. The author's description of the Abraham-Villard voltmeter is not very clear, and one feels that a drawing or photograph of this instrument would have been a great advantage. In the tests referred to by Mr. Welbourn an electrostatic voltmeter with compressed-air insulation was used, which operated quite satisfactorily and had the advantage of being compact and portable. One would like a little more information as to the ratio given as 26 for the relation between the continuous-current and alternating-current breakdown voltages of a cable. There must be a large number of factors which influence this figure, and one would like to have some idea of what these factors were and on what they depended. In air or any dielectric which was not permanently injured by the discharge the ratio would be much less than this, being for a sine wave r.414. It would probably depend on the relative values of the specific inductive capacity and resistivity of the various wrappings of insulation which go to form the complete cable, and might be very different in the case of a paper-insulated cable compared with one having rubber insulation. It would probably have different values also in the case of graded and ungraded cables. One would like to know also whether the author has found the same breakdown voltages in the case of concentric cables with the inner core positive as with it negative, since in the case of a wire stretched in air in a concentric tube the + and -values of the breakdown voltage are not necessarily the same. It is interesting to note that the apparatus does not produce any sensible ripples in the voltage to which the conductor is charged, but one would imagine that it would require rather careful manipulation of the control gear in order to ensure this result, especially while the cable was charging up, as it would apparently be quite easy to excite the transformer to full voltage with the cable nearly dead, in which case some disturbances would surely occur. One would think that some sort of high resistance in the charging circuit would be advisable in order to guard against the production of oscillations, and it is of course possible that some arrangement of this sort is provided.
Mr. J. WARREN : A point in connection with the practical use of such an apparatus as the author has described is the range of the continuous-current test-pressure obtainable, and the method of control, if any, adopted in order to obtain a variable test-pressure. I notice that the author refers to tappings on the extra-high-tension secondary side of the transformer, but I presume other means are provided to vary the pressure uniformly. I hope that in his reply the author will give some information on this point. I have in mind the case of a large system where the voltage of the trunk mains would be much higlier than that of the distribution mains ; say, 60,000 volts and 6,000 volts respectively. In such a case it would certainly be desirable to have an apparatus which could be utilized for testing all high-pressure mains on the system, i.e. both trunk and distribution mains. This would appear to involve some simple means of controlling and varying the continuouscurrent test-pressure. Would a transformer of reasonable size for testing the trunk mains be generally of suitable size for testing the distribution mains having a different insulation resistance ? I notice that the author refers to a difficulty in connection with the application of the apparatus to the testing of single-core cables ; and apparently if the apparatus is to be used more particularly for such purposes it should be equipped with auxiliary condensers in order to utilize the principle of the apparatus to its maximum extent and avoid having a transformer of higher pressure than necessary. The author states casually that in most cases single-core cables are constructed to transmit low-tension current. I think it would be worth while to develop the apparatus, even if it were only used in connection with the testing of such cables, since it is most probable that higher transmission pressures will be attained with single-core cables than with multicore cables. I am at present interested in a very high-pressure transmission system which is being installed in this country and in which single-core cables are to be employed. An important use of the apparatus appears to be in connection with the installation of a new system, possibly a system where the proposed working pressure is higher than that previously adopted and where some uncertainty exists as to the eventual performance of the chosen system of cables and joints. The apparatus enables tests to be carried out as the work on each section proceeds, so that any defects in laying and jointing can be detected and the methods improved if necessary. The cable system when completed could be tested with the apparatus to ensure that the cables and joints provide a sufficient factor of safety to withstand both the normal and abnormal pressure rises to which the system is liable. I hardly think the periodic testing of mains is necessary or even desirable once the system has been laid and tried, since the cables and joints will have -proved themselves capable of withstanding the working conditions of the system. It appears to me that an independent source of supply forming part of the testing equipment would be very desirable and would enhance the use of the apparatus ; and such a supply would be essential if it were intended to use the apparatus during the installation of a system. If an independent generator could be erected on the truck and driven by, say, a small petrol motor without fear of upsetting the electrical sparking contacts, it would be a great advantage. The use of the apparatus would appear to be somewhat complicated, owing to the continuous-current test-pressure varying with the equivalent alternating-current testpressure and with the length of the cable to be tested ; also the apparatus would seem to require rather more than the usual amount of care in order to prevent the cables being damaged during testing. The author refers to a test on a 20-yard length of cable with an artificially produced fault. Is he satisfied that the apparatus would sufficiently burn out a defect anywhere in a 20-mile length of cable so as to enable the fault to be easily located, since at first sight the small power provided would not appear to be sufficient to do this ? The question has been raised as to what would be a practical length for the sections of a very high-voltage network. This is largely a question of cost, but in one system in which I am interested it has been decided to divide the 30,000-volt cables into lengths of from two to four miles. In this instance a transformer to test an average length of, say, three miles of those cables would be of the order of 500 k.v.a., and I think the continuous-current testing apparatus would be of some use. Mr. Sayers.
Mr. H. M. SAYERS : The author and one or two of the speakers have pointed out that the testing of cables by continuous current is a reversion to the oldest methods. The use of continuous current of very many times the working pressure is also a reversion to old methods, because submarine cables in the process of factory testing -and sometimes in the process of testing during layingwere subjected to a pressure from as many as 300 Daniell cells, i.e. approximately 300 volts. The author has left out of the paper one of the great advantages of testing with continuous current instead of alternating current, namely, that during the process of testing with continuous current the actual dielectric resistance of the cable can be measured. The engineer who is responsible for the maintenance of a network of cables is anxious to know the insulation resistance of each particular length of cable from time to time, because the variation of that resistance is an indication to him of the presence or the absence of incipient faults. A particular cable, so long as it is sound, gives an insulation resistance which shows slight variations dependent upon the temperature. If the insulation resistance has decreased from, say, 10 megohms to 1 megohm between successive tests there is a fault somewhere and the engineer takes measures to find out where it is. He does not want to break down the cable, but to find the fault before the cable breaks down. The usefulness of an insulated sheath for the purpose of detecting Mr. Sayers. a small lead fault or the intrusion of water has been well demonstrated to me many times in the testing of concentric single-phase cables with a normally earthed outer. The outer, insulated for testing purposes, acts as the sheath described by Mr. RaphaeJ ; the outer shows a drop of resistance due to a lead fault long before anything is indicated by the inner, and long before the cable is in danger, because the low insulation between the earthed outer and the lead is not in itself a danger, whereas the further penetration of water to the inner would be a serious danger. Such methods, which depend upon the use of fairly high continuous pressures for testing and for localizing, are much better than the use of extra high pressures for breaking down a cable. With regard to acceptance testing by alternating current, I have on several occasions found it advantageous to use a separate engine for the purpose, run at as low a speed and therefore at as low a frequency as would give the pressure required. Reducing the frequency naturally reduces the capacity current of the cable, and therefore the size, weight, and rating of the transformers required for the test.
(Communicated) : The measurement of the insulation resistance of a cable referred to in my remarks is most conveniently made by observing the rate of fall of potential after the disconnection of the pressure apparatus. The electrostatic instrument described as part of the apparatus should serve for this observation. As the rate of fall is independent of the length of the cable, provided that the ratio of capacity and insulation resistance is uniform, this observation affords a ready means of comparison of the condition of similar cables of different length, or of different portions of one feeder. For the records of periodic tests it would be sufficient to observe the time taken for the potential to fall between definite values. Unsteadiness of the rate of fall will also give indications of small leakages, especially such as are due to dust and moisture on the switchgear, etc., or to very small faults in joint boxes and transformers. Following testing practice with low pressures, the result of testing with both polarities applied to the conductor may perhaps be found to give valuable indications. This can only be settled by experiment ; and the author may perhaps be able to state in his written reply to the discussion whether anything has been done in this direction. With moderate pressures, the osmosis effect is sometimes masked by the evolution of hydrogen at the surface of the conductor where the fault is a very small crack, or where little moisture is present. From Mr. Evershed's results it is probable that the endosmose effect will overpower the evolution of hydrogen, and that the lower resistance of a moisture fault with negative polarity of the conductor will be more marked and persistent with high testing pressure than with low.
Mr. P. ROSLING : In regard to the author's statement Mr. that there is no definite relation between the insulation Roslin *-resistance and the dielectric strength, there is a relation between the breakdown test and the temperature. The half-hour test that Mr. Trotter mentioned introduces the temperature question. It may be that by testing a cable at a considerably higher pressure than the working pressure, we introduce a factor which really does not arise in practice, because by maintaining the extra high pressure for half an hour we obtain a temperature in the dielectric 
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621 that we shall not get in practice through a surge or similar effect. The author says that in testing the cable by suddenly increasing the voltage, as against raising it minute by minute, the difference in breakdown pressure is as 2 to i. I take it that this is partly caused by an increase in the temperature of the dielectric itself as well as by the fatigue caused by the time the pressure is on. We have not heard very much from the users of cables as to the desirability of having continuous-current tests. From the makers' point of view it seems to be a reasonable proposition, more especially as after a cable is laid the trouble most likely to occur is through moisture entering at the ends or in the boxes, and it seems to me that the continuous-current test would indicate any likely danger from moisture-by collecting the molecules of moisture together-better than the alternating-current test would. One or two speakers have •mentioned the large plant required for testing with alternating current. I think that is not so much due to the use of alternating current as to users specifying that the length between sub-stations shall be tested in one piece. Taking a 20-mile length of 20,000-volt cable with 10 joints to the mile, that is to say 200 joints in all, engineers want the whole length tested at one time. It seems reasonable to me for such a cable to be tested in four sections, or even more ; for one can take such special precautions to have those three or more final coupling joints particularly carefully made, that the engineer would know that if these joints withstood the ordinary working pressure, they would withstand equally well an extra pressure test similar to that to which the remainder of the joints had been subjected. par s.
^e PRESIDENT : The paper makes special reference to investigations made on the Continent, and omits, as pointed out by Mr. Welbourn, any reference to a great deal of work that has been done in this country. In Great Britain we have a habit of decrying ourselves and saying little about what we are doing, and the world outside often takes us at our own valuation. There are certain statements in this paper that imply that British practice is crude and unsatisfactory. For instance, on page 610 the statement is made that " By employing continuous current, supply authorities can therefore as often as desired repeat their tests without raising the opposition of the cable manufacturers." It looks from that as if British cable manufacturers and the supply authorities were in a perpetual state of friction, whereas from my experience nothing of the kind occurs. British cable manufacturers lead the world, are not behind their Continental competitors, and are prepared to fulfil any reasonable specification. I have never had any opposition from cable manufacturers in regard to cable testing. Now let us analyse what this testing is. First of all there is the test at the cablemakers' works, that is, a test of the cable. If the cable is to be used for alternating current, the test is carried out with alternating current, and I think it is necessary that such tests should continue to be made with alternating current. When the cable is laid, however, an altogether different class of test is required. What we require then is really to test the joints. The cables are built with a large factor of safety over and above the working pressure, and they must necessarily have a large factor of safety, because, although they may operate at 10,000 volts, surges in the supply pressure may cause the voltage to exceed the normal pressure considerably. It is necessary, therefore, Mr. Sparks. to test the cables in the works to see that they have a large margin of safety. When the cables are laid the joints have to be tested, and it is really the work either of the contractor or of the company that has laid the cable to see that the joints are sound. Up to now, working with extrahigh-pressure systems of comparatively moderate pressures, little difficulty has been experienced in testing the joints with alternating current. I have in mind one length of 18 miles of 10,000-volt cable. By grouping the transformers at a suitable point, a length of some five miles was the greatest that had to be tested at one time, and little difficulty has arisen. When we come to higher pressures the problem is more difficult. In one system now being erected for me the working pressure is 30,000 volts, and I welcome a paper of this kind which shows us what the possibilities are with regard to using continuous current not to test the cable but to test the joints. Then there is another statement on page 610 to which I should like to refer:-" It results from this, and it is at once very important and very unfortunate from the point of view of supply authorities, that manufacturers energetically oppose an alternating-pressure test higher than the working pressure being repeated on cables for which they have undertaken the guarantee." That would seem to indicate that when these cables are once laid the supply authorities have to dry-nurse their systems. In my experience cables are bought and pass these tests, and once they have done so they are put to work and are left at work. We have not to keep on testing them. The cables supplied by British manufacturers at all events are reliable, and it is quite a misconception to think that questions of this kind arise. If a fault does take place on a cable system, almost universally it is at a joint; that joint is re-made and the cable is re-tested before being put to work, and then it continues in use for years before there is a repetition of such a fault. That is my experience. The author continues: " I say that this is unfortunate from the point of view of supply authorities, for the engineers responsible for these undertakings naturally wish to be able in some way to ascertain the condition of their networks b)' pressure tests performed either at periodic intervals or whenever an accident occurs." I agree that they have to do it when the accident occurs, but in my experience of British cables it is a very remote contingency, and I think it is a great pity that in this paper, which is written from a British point of view, we have it implied that there are all these difficulties. The paper seems to imply that English manufacturers, instead of leading the way, are crawling behind their Continental competitors, which is a quite erroneous view.
Mr. J. F. WATSON (communicated) : The apparatus Mr. described in the paper appears to be very well thought out, and it has been reduced to such a size as to render it quite portable. With reference to the comparative breakdown effect of continuous current as against alternating current given in the Appendix on page 615, I have tested a considerable amount of cable at pressures up to no kilovolts (continuous current), and have obtained figures on paper-insulated cables of much the same order as those given by the author, though, perhaps, the ratio obtained was a trifle higher, but I think it would be a mistake to assume that this ratio will hold good for all classes of dielectrics. There is another point which has not been raised in the discussion, namely, the best means of discharging the cable at the conclusion of the pressure tests. If the conductors under pressure are connected together with a metallic conductor of low resistance, it appears to me that an abnormal potential gradient would be put upon the inner layers of the dielectric, and must result in their perforation. I suggest that the apparatus described should be provided with a suitable means of gradually reducing the voltage between the conductors under test. The author puts forward this system of continuous-current testing as a means of carrying out a pressure test on great lengths of high-pressure cables when laid : he does not suggest that a continuous-current test should be applied to the drum lengths of cables when completed at the factory. He further points out that dielectric loss when testing with continuous current is practically non-existent, and for this reason alone it could not be entertained for testing in a factor}'. On all these points I fully concur. In conclusion I would repeat that I think great care ought to be exercised in discharging the cable at the termination of the pressure test, as this is of vital importance.
Mr. O. L. KKCORD (in reply)
: I am very sorry that the President and Mr. Welbourn have read into the paper inferences and reflections on cable makers, particularly British cable makers, which were never intended, nor can I admit that such an interpretation was justified. Though I did not state it in so many words, I should have thought it was clear from a perusal of the paper (cf. p. 609, col. 2, par. 1) and from the fact that there is as a rule little difficulty in making alternating-current tests on 6,000-volt or 11,000-volt cables after laying, that cables for voltages beyond those which ordinarily occur, such as for 30,000, 40,000, or even higher voltages, were referred to. If this is borne in mind when reading the fourth paragraph in the first column on page 610 to which the President referred, it will at once be evident, I think, that it cannot reflect either on British cable makers themselves or on their relations with supply authorities, as with very few exceptions no cables for such voltages have been installed in this country. It is evident this paragraph can only apply to those who have manufactured and installed such cables, as Mr. Welbourn rightly assumed. These latter have found it necessary (and they do not consider it any reflection on their manufacturing ability), in the case of very high-tension cables :: such as.these, to take precautions in the matter of alternating-pressure testing after laying, owing to the fact that it is a practical impossibility to have anything like the same margin of safety in these cases as with, say, 6,ooo-or 11,000-volt cables, whilst the danger from surges, etc., due to testing without proper precautions is far greater. It is quite possible that British manufacturers will find it necessary to take similar precautions in such cases ; with 6,000-or 11,000-volt cables the question does not arise, as there is such a large margin of safety that double the working pressure would never come up to the value O A described in Fig. 1 . That such very high-tension cables are not installed to any extent .in this country is simply due to the fact that up to the present there has been no • Since culilcs for as low ;i voltaic as 3,300 conic in the category of extra-hi^h-tension cables in the British standard specification, some new expression is necessary tor specifying cables for, say, ^0,000 to 100,000 volts.
call for such cables, and not to the inability of British Mr. manufacturers to produce them. The President later on ecor * interprets the fourth paragraph of column 1, page 610, as indicating " that when these cables are once laid the supply authorities have to dry-nurse their systems." Now, however good the cables may be in themselves, there are always a number of extraneous causes which may produce trouble, and whilst I admit that breakdowns are rare, they do occur, and in order to anticipate them the majority of cable systems are tested periodically for insulation resistance. If now a high-tension test could be made on these occasions with little extra trouble and without any danger of injuring the cables, I submit that it would be an advantage. It seems rather extravagant to interpret this clause as implying the necessity of frequent tests, owing to the imminent danger of or as the result of frequent breakdowns. The words " as often as desired "• merely indicate the harmless nature of the continuouscurrent pressure test.
Mr. Welbourn enters a protest that I have not referred to other methods which have been proposed and used for the continuous-current testing of cables, and mentions the excellent work of Mr. K. A. Watson. Whilst I highly appreciate the value of this work, I have not referred to it for the reason that it is not relevant to the subject of the paper. Of the three papers cited, one deals with "A Simple Method of Measuring Sparking Voltages," the second with " The Dielectric Strength of Compressed Air," and the third with the " Losses off Transmission Lines due to Brush Discharge." That part of Mr. Watson's work which is relevant, viz. that dealing with his influence machine, has not been published, as he himself points out (see p. 618), though it was briefly referred to by Mr. High field in his paper on " The Transmission of Electrical Energy by Direct Current on the Series System."
:;: Mr. Welbourn points out that I have not made it quite clear that one should differentiate between the tests which are carried out on cables. I quite agree with him that where cables are to be used for alternating-current transmission, the tests at the works should be made with alternating current, and I would not suggest that they shoultl be superseded by continuous-current tests. The apparatus described is primarily intended for tests after laying.
Mr. Welbourn mentions that we now have 33,000-volt cables, and he considers that 50,000-volt 3-core cables will be used in this country in the near future. I think I am right in saying that a short length of 3-core cable for a working pressure of 65,000 volts was laid in Nancy towards the end of 1913 for the Compagnie Lorraine d'Electricite. I cannot pass over the statement attributed to me that " if we get a breakdown under continuous current with practically no power behind it, we merely puncture the insulation and we may or may not be able to burn the fault out," as it gives quite a wrong impression. I merely queried the possibility of being able to burn out a fault with apparatus of such small power, in order to adduce evidence to show that it can be done. I am sorry I have not the oscillograph records to which Mr. Welbourn referred. The tests were made on a number of lengths of cable of different capacities, and the maximum values were found to be as stated in the paper.
In connection with Fig. 1 Mr. Welbourn considers that * yonrnal I.E.E., vol. 40, p. 852, 1012. I should have gained more sympathy from cable makers if I had paid some tribute to the work on similar lines which has been done in England, and then he refers to Sir John Snell's book on " Distribution of Electrical Energy " for an exactly similar curve prepared by him and his colleagues 10 years ago, namely, Fig. 44 , page 92. In the copy of this work which I have by me this figure gives four curves connecting the temperature rise with time, with insulation resistance, with copper resistance, and with capacity respectively. I cannot find anywhere in the book a curve connecting breakdown voltage with time. It occurred to me that perhaps there was more than one edition, but I understand that this is not so. He does not agree that the curve in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 in Mr. Evershed's paper. | These curves (there are two) connect charging current under a continuous pressure with time, which is rather a different matter, though the shape of the curves is similar. He mentioned subsequently that though I stated there was no relation between insulation resistance and dielectric strength, I later on assumed that there was a relation. This is hardly correct. It is true that I stated shortly afterwards that " the present state of knowledge does not permit us to say there is no relation," but I immediately gave an account of various phenomena which tend to indicate that there is no relation, even if they do not absolutely prove it. His assumption that the cable referred to at the top of the second column on page 609 would be for a working pressure of 30,000 volts is quite correct.
Mr. Raphael also referred to Mr. Evershed's paper. I quite agree with him that this paper and the discussion upon it contains a wealth of valuable information, but, as Mr. Evershed explained, at the time the paper was written he had only been able to investigate thoroughly the first part of the typical voltage-resistance curve and consequently only dealt with that; the investigation of the second or breakdown part of the curve was only in a preliminary stage. The relation between breakdown voltage and time is therefore not touched upon, nor the relative values of continuous and alternating breakdown pressures, which are the two outstanding points in connection with this paper. Nor has Mr. Rayner investigated the relative effects of alternating and continuous currents on insulating materials, all his tests being made with * " High-voltage Tests and Energy Losses in Insulating Materials," Journal I. E.E., vol. 49, p. 3, 1912 E.E., vol. 49, p. 3, . I Journal I.E.E., vol. 52, p. 51, 1914 alternating current. I was very glad to hear that Mr. Mr. Raphael agrees that the alternating-current pressure test ee01 ' should not be repeated. Apart from the reasons which he indicates, it is certainly injurious, and whilst the injury maybe negligible with cables up to 11,000 or even 20,000 volts, it is a matter which has to be reckoned with in the case of very high pressures.
With regard to the ratio between alternating and continuous pressures, the most recent investigation was that carried out by Dr. Lichtenstein and described in the Appendix. Allowing for errors in readings, the figures show that for a particular insulating material the ratio is constant; and furthermore, that the ratio is practically the same in the case of paper and rubber-insulated cables. There would be little difficulty in breaking down with the apparatus a fault such as Mr. Raphael describes. As Mr. Welbourn points out, a continuous-current test will deal with moisture troubles more readily than an alternatingcurrent test, whilst the subsequent discharge through the fault would assist breakdown. The capacity of the transformer has been standardized at 3 kw. as a result of experience obtained in practice, as this was found capable of dealing with all ordinary faults, but in very exceptional cases there is no reason why it should not be of larger capacity. It must, however, be borne in mind that 3 kw. is actual effective power ; it has not to be reduced to a small fraction of its value on account of a low power factor as in the case of alternating current. The power is therefore not so small as would at first appear from a comparison with the k.v.a. capacity of the alternating-current testing transformer. The sheath proposed by Mr. Beaver appears to be a very good thing, and if engineers are satisfied with this method of testing and adopt it, there will be no need cither for this apparatus or for the ordinary alternating-current testing apparatus* A drawback to it, however, is the extra cost involved, as Mr. Raphael points out.
I was very much interested in the description Mr. Watson gave of his influence machine. This was, I understand, the machine used by Mr. Highficld to test the 100,000-volt cables installed on the Thury system of the Metropolitan Electric Supply Company.
In reply to Mr. E. A. Watson's communicated remarks, I have illustrations and blue-prints of the Abraham-Villard voltmeter, but unfortunately they were not suitable for reproduction in the paper. It is quite reasonable to expect that the ratio between continuous-current and alternatingcurrent breakdown voltages would vary with the nature of the insulating material ; the experiments carried out by Dr. Lichtenstein, however, do not show very much variation in the case of paper-insulated and rubber-insulated cables. No experiments have been made with concentric cables, as this type of cable is seldom used for the very high pressures indicated in the paper. No special care is required in order to prevent voltage ripples occurring when charging up the cable. The full potential of the transformer is at once put on to the contact maker, although the potential of the cable itself only rises gradually to its full value, as explained in the paper.
Mr. Warren raises the question of the range of test pressure and the method of control adopted. For varying the pressure there is a regulating resistance on the control panel connected with the primary side of the transformer,
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RECORD: THE TESTING OF UNDERGROUND CABLES Mr. Record. which will give as large a range of voltage as is ordinarily required. In a case such as that instanced where it is required to test cables of very different voltages, it would be necessary to have, in addition, tappings on the transformer. A transformer of the same capacity would be suitable for both the trunk and distributing mains, but on account of the high voltage of the former, the contact maker would consist of two entirely separate discs each with only two brushes, so as to prevent flashing over. Mr. Warren quite rightly points out that it is always possible to obtain the full pressure of the apparatus in the case of single-core cables by employing the auxiliary condensers, and I quite agree with him that this is an important point since higher pressures are more likely to be attained in the future with single-core than with multi-core cables. With regard to the question of fitting the apparatus with a separate source of energy so as to make it self-contained, I have described in the Appendix the apparatus in use by Messrs. Siemens Schukert in which this idea has been embodied. In addition to the hand-cart carrying the contact maker, transformer, etc., as described in the paper, there is a second cart carrying a small petroldriven alternator for supplying the necessary low-tension current to the transformer. As there pointed out, it is then possible to complete the testing of the cables before the central station is ready to supply power. I do not quite follow the reasons put forward why the use of the apparatus should be complicated. It is designed for a testing voltage dependent on the normal working pressure and the percentage above normal at which it is desired to test, and the length of the cable to be tested will not affect this voltage. The apparatus is no more complicated to use, nor does it require greater care in handling than the corresponding alternating-current testing equipment. I am quite satisfied that it would sufficiently burn out a defect on a 20-mile length of cable as to enable the fault to be easily located; for, as pointed out above, the power is really not so small relatively as would at first sight appear. Nevertheless, a transformer of a larger capacity can always be supplied where the conditions demand it.
I must thank Mr. Sayers for pointing out another advantage of continuous-current testing, namely, the possibility of measuring the actual dielectric resistance of the cable. Up to the present no experiments have Mr. been made to ascertain the effect of change of polarity.
Mr. Rosling was inclined to think that the breakdown voltage did vary with the temperature. Of course if the temperature is raised as the result of the losses in the dielectric, I quite agree ; but if the temperature is varied independently, it will be found to have practically no effect on the breakdown voltage, provided that the temperature is not raised to such a point as to alter the constituency of the insulating material. I must disclaim the statement " that in testing the cable by suddenly increasing the voltage, as against raising it minute by minute, the difference in breakdown pressure is as 2 to 1," though it is possibly correct. Fig. 1 shows how much greater a voltage can be applied instantaneously than for a period, the reduction in breakdown voltage in the latter case being due to the heating up of the dielectric resulting from the prolonged application of the pressure. I therefore quite agree with Mr. Rosling that in testing a cable for half an hour at a pressure considerably above the working pressure, we may be introducing a factor which does not arise in practice, where any pressure-rises are more or less instantaneous. Finally, I would add that this apparatus was designed for continuous-current testing, as in some instances it was found impossible in the case of the very high voltages which are being adopted on the Continent to carry out alternating-current tests after laying. With the voltages at present prevailing in this country, there are but few cases where it is not possible and fairly easy to carry out such tests, but I have no doubt that, with the high voltages which will surely prevail in the near future, it will be found absolutely necessary to employ continuous current for the purpose.
I have dealt with the President's remarks at the beginning of my reply.
In reply to Mr. J. F. Watson, I quite agree that great care "must be exercised in discharging the cable at the termination of the pressure test and that it would be dangerous to do so through a metallic conductor of low resistance. With the Delon apparatus this question is very simply taken care of; all that it is necessary to do after a test has been completed is to continue to run the contact maker whilst gradually reducing the transformer voltage, thus allowing the cable gradually to discharge. Company and was referred to by Mr. Highfield in his description of this system.* Similarly, at Lyons the cables in connection wfth the Moutiers-Lyons high-tension continuous-current transmission were maintained at a continuous pressure of 300,000 volts by means of a friction machine having an output of only a few hundred watts.f An ordinary Ruhmkorff coil has also been used for the purpose, but in this case electric valves have to be included * Journal LEE., vol. 40. p. 852, 1912 . f Ibid., vol. 51, p. 667, 1913 in the circuit to prevent the cable discharging through the Mr. coil as fast as it is charged. An account of this method Recordl has been given by M. Picou in the Bulletin de la Soctttc Internationale des Electriciens (vol. 10, p. 626, 1910) .
In reply to Mr. Allan, it would certainly be an advantage to use the Delon apparatus for charging up cables when localizing faults by the capacity method. It is not possible, however, to charge up a system comprising overhead lines with the apparatus, as it has been found that the latter will not maintain the charge. MANCHESTER LOCAL SECTION, 8 FEBRUARY, 1916. Mr. Beaver. Mr. C. J. BKAVER : There are a few points on which it would be interesting to have the author's reply. In the first place, taking it on the broadest grounds, it is well known that the distribution of stress is quite different with continuous current from what it is with alternating current ; it depends on different factors, viz. insulation resistance in the former case, and capacity in the latter, and therefore the effects will be quite different. With reference to the object of testing cables after laying, I think we all agree it is a matter not so much of verifying the dielectric qualities of the insulation, which have been already proved in the factory, as to ensure that any damage incurred in laying does not go undetected. On the first page the author says •there is no relation between the dielectric strength and the insulation resistance. This may be agreed to as an abstract statement, but I think it is not quite correct to apply it to the case of a given cable under check-test conditions. In a cable having a dielectric of given dimensions we get a certain value of insulation resistance, which at a given temperature is constant; and the same remark applies to its dielectric strength. For check-test purposes an appreciable lowering of insulation resistance will indicate a corresponding alteration in dielectric strength of that particular cable, because the former will be due to some damaging or deteriorating influence. With regard to the weight of the testing apparatus, which is referred to in the paper as a disadvantage of the alternating-current method of testing, there is not as much detail as or^e would like for the purpose of making a comparison with the Delon apparatus. I see no mention in the paper of the influence which the voltage of the transformer has on the weight of the apparatus. I think it would be fairly appreciable. It is pointed out from certain results given in the Appendix that the equivalent continuous-current value is 2*53 times the alternating-current value. The voltage given by the condensers is 28 times the alternating voltage of the transformer. It follows that the voltage of the transformer would have to be about 90 per cent of that of the corresponding transformer for alternating-current testing. Therefore the sole advantage as regards size and weight of the transformer is that it has to be designed for only a small current. Dimensions which are contingent on insulation requirements for the high voltage belong equally to the two cases. The next point is the fatigue of the dielectric. It does not enter at all into the testing of modern cables. At any rate sound dielectrics are not affected by pressures up to several times the working pressure ; and the factors of safety which are nowadays employed ensure that the dielectrics are far removed from any effects of that kind.
Under the heading " Advantages of Testing with Continuous Mr. Beaver. Current after Laying" the author makes further reference to this matter. He says observations made in the case of continuous currents have not shown any of the phenomena of fatigue. That raises the question as to the nature of this fatigue. I think most people will agree it can be nothing else than the reaching of the limit of disruptive voltage of some component of the dielectric. The fatigue stage must therefore be a long way removed from any effect that can be brought about by such voltages as are likely to be applied to cables under working conditions. The remark on page 610 that manufacturers energetically oppose the repeated application to cables for which they have undertaken a guarantee, of an alternating pressure test higher than the working pressure, must refer to the early years of the industry. I can understand a manufacturer showing a disinclination to take the responsibility for a cable which is suffering from things over which he has no control, but otherwise I do not see that it would interest him very much whether it is tested at twice the working pressure or how often this is done. I think perhaps the most important factor in connection with this continuous-current apparatus is the question whether it will satisfactorily burn out faults. Some evidence is given on page 614 that faults produced by maltreating a cable with a hammer can be carbonized and ultimately broken down, but I think one would get an altogether different set of conditions with a fault due to moisture. For instance, imagine a moist patch in a paperinsulated cable. The mechanism of breakdown is as follows : There is first a general leakage through the wet patch ; then a selective action of some accidental kind whereby a path is selected through which the current density is greater than in the surrounding bulk of wet material; and then more or less quickly, according to the power available and the amount of current that can be passed through the said path, it dries up, heats, and chars. I think everybody who has had anything to do with testing wet cables will know that they are extremely difficult to break down ; the more waterlogged they are, the more difficult it becomes. I should like the author to tell us if he has had any experience of that type of fault with the Delon apparatus. Professor E. W. MARCHANT : The relationship which Professor exists between the breakdown strength of material tested by continuous current and by alternating current has always seemed to me to be one of the most remarkable phenomena met with in electrical work. If we have a cable with a non-uniform dielectric we shall have an entirely different distribution of stress in the two cases : in the case of continuous current it will depend upon the specific resistance of the material, whilst with alternating current it will depend upon the specific inductive capacities. It seems to me that this is one reason why the method of testing by continuous current cannot be regarded as altogether satisfactory. Although the author has given us a ratio between the strength of dielectrics for continuous and alternating currents, I do not think one is justified in assuming this ratio to be a fixed quantity. Then I come to the question of fatigue. That is a subject which deserves a great deal more consideration than it has received, and I regret that the author has not given us any figures. Some years ago a number of tests were made in my laboratory by Mr. Holttum : on the dielectric strength of ebonite, the idea being to determine the amount of fatigue. We used a high pressure which lasted for a comparatively short time : the actual conditions were that a 50-cycle current was applied for 1/10 second. A special switch was made so that the pressure could be applied for this definite time and be used as a sort of gauge of the strength of the dielectric. Then, in order to see whether there was fatigue, we applied another pressure from another machine to the dielectric. We had a good deal of trouble in deciding on the best dielectric to use, as we wanted to get something which we could depend upon, and we were finally driven to try ebonite. In one series of tests it was found that ebonite about o"5 mm. thick broke after a pressure of 16 kilovolts had been applied for a considerable time. An alternating pressure having a maximum value of 13 kilovolts was applied for about 4J hours, after which the material broke down at 15*2 kilovolts. That seems to indicate that the amount of fatigue in ebonite is extremely small. Further, even when the auxiliary pressure applied was as much as 0.5 per cent of the actual ultimate breakdown pressure, we were unable to observe a fatigue of more than a few per cent. I have given these figures because I think they have an interesting bearing upon the question of fatigue. I think the fatigue referred to by Mr. Record is due to an entirely different cause, namely, heating, and not dielectric strain. Mr. Rayner showed in his tests that when we get very near the point of breakdown of a cable, the temperature of the dielectric rises suddenly, there is a great increase in the consumption of power, and the breakdown occurs immediately afterwards. We were trying to find whether tliere was any of what might be called " mechanical fatigue," and the tests certainly failed to show it. I should like to refer to the method of applying the continuous-current test. Mr. Watson worked in my laboratory some four or five years ago on the production of high-tension continuous currents, and devised a machine which was used for testing cables in London. It was a Wimshurst machine, but a real engineering job. I have a number of curves here which were obtained from this machine in which he reached a pressure of 150,000 volts continuous current, and an output of 4-5 milliamperes. Mr. Watson also devised an instrument for measuring pressures. Many years ago in some experiments in which I was engaged I used a voltmeter intended to read to 250,000 volts, though we never actually reached more than 100,000 volts on it. This instrument was about 4 ft. in diameter and 6 ft. high, and was made of * Journal I.E.E., vol. 50. p. 755, 1913. course in the early days of high-tension measurement. Professor
Mr. Watson s instrument, though not intended to read so high a pressure, was only 1 ft. in* diameter, the moving parts being arranged in a chamber filled with compressed air at 200 lb. per sq. in. pressure. The motion of the needle was observed by reflecting the light from a small lamp through a window at the front of the instrument on to a semi-transparent scale. It was calibrated to read to 100,000 volts and worked extremely well. Mr. H. A. RATCLIFF : The author makes out a good case Mr. -for the testing of cables with continuous pressure after laying, and certainly the method advocated possesses many advantages so far as convenience is concerned, but it hardly meets the requirements of a test under working conditions on alternating-current cables. It appears to be somewhat the equivalent of testing a bridge with a " static " instead of a "live" load. The application of an excess alternating pressure at the working frequency is undoubtedly the correct method of testing high-tension alternating-current cables before they are put into commission ; and where possible before applying the excess pressure it might be advisable to warm up the cables for several hours by circulating through them the maximum load current which they will have to carry. This could easily be done by means of a suitable low-voltage transformer. Any test which ignores the effect of the dielectric losses is necessarily incomplete. I agree with the author that there is no definite relationship between "dielectric strength " and "insulation resistance," and indeed judging from the results of recent research it appears to be rather doubtful whether there is any direct connection at all between these two properties of an insulating material.
Mr. Evershed in his paper
::c suggested that insulation resistance was largely dependent upon the occluded moisture in a material. The statement that '' at all ordinary temperatures the voltage which will produce a breakdown does not vary much," requires some qualification, as it is not quite clear what is meant by " ordinary temperature." Certainly the dielectric losses increase appreciably with increase of temperature, and the effect of such increased losses is to reduce the dielectric strength of the material under test. It is no doubt difficult to obtain consistent and reliable comparative test results on sheets of insulating material ; but the difficulties should disappear to a large extent when the tests are made on several lengths of cable. The reason for this is that the insulation on a paper-covered cable is built up in layers, and consequently there is a sort of diversity factor effect, since the weak spots in the several layers are not likely to coincide. Unfortunately this advantage may be discounted to some extent by the variations in the potential gradient. Insulation resistance, or excess pressure tests, by themselves are insufficient, and in future all tests of any value will include accurate measurements of the actual dielectric losses by means of suitable wattmeters. In the case of tests on sample lengths of cable at the manufacturers' works, the pressure should be applied for several hours, and if possible a superposed low-voltage current equal to the maximum the cables will ever have to carry should be passed through the conductors. All tests should of course be made with the normal working frequency. It is now generally recognized that a high insulation resist- Mr. a n c e is not necessarily an attribute of a good high-tension cable ; nevertheless, for c n e essentially practical reason it is a distinct advantage if the insulation resistance of the cables is high, a n d that is because the detection a n d location of leaky joints a n d fittings is thereby greatly facilitated.
T h e author perhaps rather magnifies the difficulties of testing with alternating pressure. T h e testing of 12 miles of cable at a pressure of 40,000 volts would certainly never b e undertaken with a portable equipment, but would be d o n e from the generating station, in which, presumably, suitable plant for the purpose would be installed. Tests after laying are usually m a d e on lengths of about 1 mile, so that a n y defects are as a rule quickly located ; a n d then after all joints have been made, excess pressure on the full length is applied at the generating station or sub-station before the cable is p u t into commission. Such a final test is required b y the Board of T r a d e Regulations, and, despite t h e " energetic opposition " of the cable manufacturers, is likely to be repeated on many subsequent occasions. Fig. 1 shows very clearly a well-known effect, a n d in m y opinion the difference between Figs. 1 a n d 2 serves to emphasize the i m p o r t a n c e of testing witli alternating pressure at the working frequency. I cannot see how a continuous or static pressure can ever be regarded as the equivalent of an alternating one, and the comparison becomes more unsound when it is expressed in numerical terms without any reference to the frequency or to the nature of the material under test. Mr. Fcrnie.
Mr. F . F K R X I K : I d o not wish to say that F i g . 1 is never true, but it is not true always or all the time. In testing some paper-insulated cables lately I wanted to put as high a pressure on them as possible without breaking them down, a n d in one case I found the cable broke d o w n when a pressure of 91*5 kilovolts was applied. Afterwards I applied 90 kilovolts to a different part of the same cable for some hours-in fact until its t e m p e r a t u r e became constant-without breaking it down. T h e pressure was put on again a n d steadily increased until t h e cable broke down at 91*5 kilovolts. Other cables tested at the same time gave similar results. Similarly the statement as to the breakdown voltage decreasing as the frequency increases is not always true for all cables ; at any rate it is not true for frequencies below 100. If there is a n y decrease it is very small, certainly under 5 per cent. Nearly all statements about dielectrics should be accepted as true rather for a specimen than for a substance. T h e statement on page 610 that manufacturers energetically oppose the repetition of an alternating pressure test higher than the working pressure, on cables for which they have undertaken the guarantee, appears really surprising in view of the high factor of safety employed by most British firms. I should like to ask the author whether this is a c o m m o n experience or only a n isolated case. On page 609 the author says that when a cable is being laid it is often subjected to damage. F r o m my o w n experience I should be inclined to substitute the word " n e v e r , " for "often." W i t h regard to the ratio of alternating a n d continuous pressures on page 615, I should expect to find different factors for apparently similar cables if they were m a d e by different people. Finally, I would ask t h e author whether h e has experienced a n y trouble with the condensers which he proposes to use. Professor A. B. F I E L D : T h e considerable difference of stress withstood by t h e insulation in an alternating voltage test, as c o m p a r e d with a continuous-current one, immediately suggests an analogy to t h e effects obtained with a tensile test-bar. F o r instance, in t h e case of some grades of steel we find that t h e stress which will break the material, w h e n frequently applied alternately as tension and compression, a m o u n t s to about one-third of the steadily maintained stress that will only just break it. Fig. 1 in t h e paper represents in a general way t h e effect that one would expect to get from an ordinary elastic test. In such cases w e m a y maintain for a long period without fracture a stress very near to t h e ultimate steady breaking s t r e s s ; but if such stress, or even a lower one, be removed a n d then renewed slowly several times, t h e specimen fractures after a few applications. I should like to ask the author whether the analogy holds here, too, in the case of the insulation test. Professor Marchant has touched on the same subject, and has given us some data of tests made by him to determine the fatigue of ebonite. If I understand him correctly, he maintained a steady continuouscurrent pressure for a number of hours, and then increased it to ascertain the breakdown point. On the other hand, in the electrical test analogous with that of the above mentioned test-bar, we should rather apply the continuouscurrent pressure test and remove it, repeating the same test several times, to observe a possible fatigue. In other words, reverting to the mechanical case, a steel that will just break with a stress of 65,000 lb. per sq. in. will maintain 63,000 lb. continuously for years ; but, nevertheless, this lower stress will have permanently changed the material to some extent, as is evinced by one or two removals and re-applications of the stress. The question then is, whether the dielectric material is similarlv changed at all by an application of stress near the breaking point. It would also be interesting to hear whether the same approximate ratio of alternating to continuous puncture test holds in the case of the damaged portion of the cable as for the good insulation, and for a failure by breakdown over a creepage surface as by direct puncture. In considering the value of the author's methods of cabletesting, we must place much importance upon Professor Marchant's observation that the stress distribution depends upon quite different properties in the case of the continuous current as compared with the alternating-current application. If the author's figures for the ratio of these pressures depend upon this feature directly, the analogy with the elastic case will disappear. If, however, the author's figures arc at all representative for a Hat uniform material, it will stand.
Mr. H. D. SYMOXS :
A test to determine the soundness of the insulation of high-voltage cables and electrical machinery without either permanently damaging the dielectric or even subjecting it to the risk of damage would be extremely useful, and from this point of view the Delon apparatus is of considerable interest. this is always the case with homogeneous dielectrics. Provided that the voltage applied is reasonably within the actual breakdown voltage, the risk of damage by the application of a high voltage to a homogeneous dielectric, free from mechanical damage and deterioration due to impurity or to the absorption of moisture, is extremely small. The value of a test by the Delon apparatus would therefore appear to depend, to some extent at all events, on the nature of the dielectric. The results of the tests given in the Appendix are of considerable interest, but it is to be noted that the cause of the breakdown in these tests was mechanical damage. I should be glad to learn whether any results have been obtained with high-and low-resistance faults known to be due to the presence of moisture. Insulation-resistance measurements by a skilled operator with a sensitive galvanometer will often reveal high-resistance faults, and it occurs to me that with further development of the Delon apparatus a method of test analogous to the absorption test on condensers might be evolved. In the description of the apparatus there is no mention of any device for discharging the cables after test. It is very necessary that there should be some device which would do this automatically and effectively at the conclusion of every test; the absorption on any appreciable length of cable with such high continuous-current potentials as the author mentions in the Appendix would be considerable, and the discharging device would have to be sufficiently effective to eliminate entirely risk of shock from residual charge.
Mr. J. H. C. BROOKING : One may usually judge by results only, and yet get a good idea as to the technical and commercial value of new apparatus, and therefore I have been looking for results in this paper. The Delon apparatus, it may be noted, was introduced as far back as 1910, but it has been practically unheard of, although in operation in a country so near as France ; and no description of it, so far as I know, has been given in any of the electrical papers, nor has anyone here apparently heard of it in practical work. There must therefore be something remarkable about the invention, or its promoters must be very modest people. With regard to the paper itself, there seem to be a number of items which are not consistent. For instance, in one place the ratio of breakdown voltages is given as 5,000 volts (A.C.) and between 15,000 and 20,000 (C.C.), a ratio of 5 : 15-20 ; whereas in another part of the paper the breakdown voltages are shown as 10 : 16 respectively. Mr. Ciciiin. Mr. H. M. CRKLLIN : With reference to the author's remark that the relation between dielectric strength and temperature is not known, I would mention that heating a cable to the temperature of boiling water does not, from test-room experience, appreciably reduce the breakdown voltage of the cable. That has already been pointed out by Mr. Beaver.* Further, assuming that a change in the power factor of the charging current indicates a corresponding change in the breakdown pressure, we should, according to Dr. Humann's experiments f on the effect of temperature on the power factor of actual cables, get an actual increase in the breakdown pressure of a well-made cable with an increase of temperature up to 50 0 C. Those experiments indicated a falling power factor with a tem- * Journal I.E.E., vol. 53, p. 63, 1915 . f P. HUMANN : " Dielectric Losses with High-pressure Alternate Currents, " Electrician, vol. 58, p. 170, 1906-7. perature rising from 9-5° C. to 50 0 C-the highest tempera-Mr. CreMn. ture to which the tanks containing the cables could be heated. This effect is quite independent of that of temperature on the capacity; the two effects want careful separating. The capacity will of course increase with the temperature, demanding a far larger charging current, but this does not necessarily involve a higher power factor. On page 609 and again on page 615, the author refers to mechanical damage during laying causing the dielectric to be crushed or cracked. Regarded purely as a check test for the purpose of discovering such a defect, the use of the Delon apparatus is well worth due consideration where alternating-current apparatus is unavailable. Let us briefly consider, however, what would happen assuming the dielectric to be partially cracked, so that it is composed partly of air and partly of impregnated paper. With continuous-current pressure the voltage-drop across the dielectric is directly proportional to the resistances of the layers. As the pressure supplied from the Delon apparatus is applied gradually to the cable, the leakage current through the dielectric will also gradually increase. The pressure across the crack will also gradually increase, being fixed by the product of the leakage current and the resistance to surface leakage of the crack (until, of course, actual breakdown across the dielectric). It may therefore happen that with continuous-current pressure the potential gradient through the dielectric may so adjust itself as not to show the presence of the crack. On the other hand, with alternating-current pressure the voltage-drop across the dielectric is fixed, not by the leakage current but by the capacities of the layers.* Impregnated paper has a dielectric constant (or specific inductive capacity) approximately three times that of air ; consequently, as the potential gradient is inversely proportional to the capacities, it will be readily seen that a comparatively low alternating pressure should easily spark across the crack and so speedily break down the fault. On page 610 it is stated that supply authorities can repeat the tests as often as desired by employing continuous current. I would warn supply authorities that some discretion is necessary, as if these repeat tests are carried out directly after taking a heavy load off the cable, the potential gradient throughout the dielectric (when testing with continuous current) may be completely reversed. Whereas a difference of temperature between the inner and outer layers of the dielectric tends to make the potential gradient through the dielectric more uniform with alternating current, a difference of temperature of but 10 degrees C. will, with continuous current, cause the outer layers to be stressed much more than the inner layers, f Regarding the figures given on page 615 showing the ratio of the continuous-current to alternating-current pressures of the Delon apparatus, it is apparently not generally realized by engineers that the ratio of secondary to primary pressures of a transformer is very much increased by the charging current of a cable, owing to the effect of the leading current on the magnetic leakage of the transformer. Every transformer has some magnetic leakage, so that this effect will be obtained on every transformer, but the amount of increase of the ratio will of course vary with the size and design of the transformer and the amount 
Langton.
Mr. Crciiin. of capacity connected to it. Testing transformers of very high voltage and comparatively low output will show the effect in more pronounced form, because the difficulty of insulating the secondary from the primary and from the core tends to the creation of a large leakage magnetic flux. The charging current further affects the voltage of the generator, the leading current strengthening the field so enormously that for the same terminal voltage the exciting current requires to be very much smaller when the generator is supplying a leading current than when it is supplying a current of nearly unity power factor. It is not very clear from the author's paper whether the figures given in the table on page 615 are due to the increase in the transformer ratio only, or if they also include the ratio of increase of generator voltage due to leading current. The point to observe is that, for the same testing pressure, different sizes of the Delon apparatus will have different ratios of continuous-current to alternatingcurrent pressures. Mr.
Mr. J. L. LAXGTON : It has occurred, to me that the Delon apparatus might have an application to the testing of overhead-line insulators in situ. A few years ago the question of fatigue in porcelain insulators which had been working for some time had been investigated ; there was a difference of opinion at the time as to whether the porcelain deteriorated in its chemical structure, or on account of mechanical cracks that had developed. I may say that, judging from these investigations and from my own experience in the last year, these cracks are really the cause of the so-called fatigue in porcelain. They are due to stresses set up by temperature variations produced by weather conditions, by the expansion of cement, and possibly by transit. It is not easy to find out which are the weak insulators on the system. Some attempt has been made to do this by using a " Megger," but unless the insulators are very weak this will not disclose them. It occurred to me, therefore, that such an apparatus as this would be very useful to the line engineer if the insulator, while in position, were tested with a higher voltage than can be obtained with the Megger. Of course, it could not supersede the method of testing porcelain insulators in the factory. In the routine t e s t s " of a factory it is absolutely essential to find out the slightest weakness in insulators, and the Delon apparatus would not disclose them. T h e smallest crack requires alternate stress and heating to develop into a distinct fault. I might state that the experience gained from a study of the starting of these incipient faults has led to the evolution of a better design, minimizing the stresses which have previously caused the failure of the insulation. T h e safety factor against puncture for overhead insulators is now at least 4. On the first page the author discusses resistance and dielectric strength. I think that when referring to the puncture strength of a dielectric (such as rubber, paper, etc.) we should speak of its " dielectric strength," but in the case of apparatus such as a cable, a line insulator, or a machine, we should use the term " electric strength." There is no relation between insulation resistance and dielectric strength. T h e former depends upon an inter-atomic ionization or conduction in atomic spaces, and the latter upon the atomic ionization or displacement of the atom. Air has a very high insulation resistance, but very low dielectric * See Journal I.E.E., vol. 49, p. 267, 1912. VOL. 54. strength. The dependence of its conductivity upon voltage Mr.
-the saturation current-shows no connection with the dielectric strength, which, as a matter of fact, is measured by a definite stress, namely, volts per centimetre. In solid insulation of mineral origin there is no connection between the two ; it has a lower insulation resistance and a higher dielectric strength than air. If there are cracks in the mineral insulation and no moisture has penetrated it, the electric strength is reduced, but the insulation resistance will still be high. With moisture present, and in the case of fibrous insulation, i.e. one of vegetable origin, or in a fluid like oil, with moisture present, there would apparently be a relation between the insulation resistance and electric strength ; both may be low. As the temperature is increased, the moisture is driven out and the insulation resistance improved ; but in the fibrous insulation the electric strength might become worse if the temperature were high enough. The fatigue curves (Fig. 1) for solids of mineral and vegetable origin are not quite similar, because, in the one, rupture takes place by the cracks which are aggravated by continued application, whereas in the other case rupture takes place by a charring or deterioration of the fibres, caused by the heating due to moisture, etc. The author mentions the effect of frequency on the dielectric strength. It has no effect in air, at any rate between 33 and 100 c\j, and apparently not on a solid of mineral origin, such as glass or porcelain. Another point I should like to refer to is the measurement of the potential. From the sparse description in the paper I conclude that for a voltage of 100,000 or higher the instrument based on the Kelvin electrostatic voltmeter would be very clumsy, unless compressed air were used. If compressed air were used, a voltmeter of the type described in Mr. Watson's paper* would be more suitable in size. If oil were used as the dielectric the instrument would be comparatively small. I do not see why the spherical gap f is not employed for the measurement of the high voltages. It has been adopted as a standard method for measuring high alternating pressures.
Mr. HARRY ALLCOCK : On page 609 the author refers to the Mr. Aik-ock. considerable uneasiness experienced by the mains engineer who, by reason of the unwieldiness of alternating-current testing plant, has run the risk of putting his underground cables into commission without first subjecting them to the usual pressure test after laying. Again, under the heading "Object of Testing Cables after Laying," the author refers to the behaviour of a damaged underground cable which, although badly injured during laying, yet successfully withstands this pressure test, only to break down at an early date. He rightly ascribes this apparently treacherous behaviour to the fact that, although the damage has resulted in water entering the cable, an appreciable time must elapse before the moisture can reach the conductor and so establish a leakage path to earth. I should like to point out that the cable maker has already successfully combated this difficulty by providing what is known as a test sheath between the cable conductor and its lead sheath. This test sheath usually consists of a metal tape insulated from the lead sheath by a few layers only of hygroscopic insulating material. By making ordinary insulation-resistance tests between the test sheath and 630 RECORD : THE TESTING OF UNDERGROUND CABLES Mr. Allcock. the lead sheath it is an easy matter to detect the presence of any moisture which may have entered through a punctured lead sheath, without waiting for the complete saturation of the entire body of the dielectric at the point of damage. It is thus possible to isolate and repair a damaged cable before it breaks down. Quite apart from the invaluable assistance afforded by the test sheath during the tests which are applied immediately after a cable is laid, it will be seen that the permanent maintenance of underground cables is enormously facilitated by periodically making these simple insulation-resistance tests between the two sheaths. Towards the end of the paper the author says that the high-tension continuous-current tests he advocates are not intended to verify the dielectric qualities of the insulation-, but are applied merely to show up faults which may have been produced in laying the cable. As all such faults are revealed by the abovementioned insulation-resistance tests, I submit that the cable maker has already provided in this test sheath a means whereby the user may eliminate troubles of this character in a much simpler manner and by the use of much simpler apparatus than that described by the author. Kecdrd
The title of the paper is rather misleading. If the word "rectified" had been used instead of " continuous " it would have given a better idea of what was to be expected. It would also have saved time if a little explanation had been given of what would happen if the capacities varied considerably. Fig. 4 is obvious, because one can make the capacities high or low as one chooses, and it seems to me that the success of the apparatus consists in keeping the two capacities forming the sides of the triangle very small so that the current required to recharge after each discharge is small. On page 614 the author mentions that a transformer of about 300-k.v.a. capacity is necessary to make the test with alternating current. Now if one uses the cables themselves as condensers instead of selecting condensers of very small capacity, one might not want far short of 300 k.v.a. From the discussion it would appear that the users of cables are quite satisfied with the articles produced by the cable makers, and the cable makers seem to think such a test is unnecessary ; but should such a test prove an advantage in the future it could not be put into operation until some authority such as the Engineering Standards Committee establishes the relationship between the continuous and alternating pressures. Certain tests would be necessary before they could do this. Even, however, without carrying out tests, if the method were seen to be desirable by both cable makers and cable users it could be put into operation if the figures in the table on page 615 were laid down provisionally by some competent authority. Mr. Nelson. Mr. J. NKI.SON {communicated): It would seem that the paper can be best discussed under the three headings mentioned by the chairman at the Manchester meeting, viz. cable makers, cable users, and scientists. Dealing first with the cable-makers' point of view, I can only think that the author has been very unfortunate in the type of cable maker he has met, possibly a new firm who are not fully conversant with the strength of modern dielectrics, and certainly not a leading British firm. I have had a good deal of experience of several British firms and have always found that, when it comes to the actual pressure test of the cable when laid, it has been the customer Mr. Xeison. who carefully watches that the specified voltage is not exceeded. Cable makers know, and fully appreciate the large factor of safety of modern cables. I agree that the factor of safety is proportionately higher on a low-tension than on an extra-high-tension cable, but this is chiefly because it would be impossible, for purely mechanical reasons, to manufacture a commercial low-tension cable with a dielectric which is of the theoretical thickness for withstanding the electrical pressure. Nevertheless, extra-high-tension cables are sufficiently strong to withstand momentarily a pressure rise of several times the working pressure. As a proof of this there are cases in which cables are being worked at twice the working pressure for which they were built and are standing up well; moreover, I have tested cables at twice the working pressure many years after the original pressure test, and have never had a case of breakdown. I am, of course, referring to paper-insulated cables the dielectrics of which do not perish with age in any reasonable time, provided that the working temperature does hot exceed, say, 150 0 F. The author also seems to have been unfortunate in his experience of cable-laying, since he states that cables are often subjected to strains and blows whilst being laid. I think it can be confidently stated that a cable under the control of a capable cable foreman is never strained, and no other class of man should ever be allowed to lay a cable. Mechanical damage from vehicles, etc., whilst the cable may be lying on the ground is also very rare, and when it does happen it is remedied before the cables are laid. Before leaving this subject I should like to ask the author what type of magneto instrument he uses for measuring the insulation of a cable. My experience of commercial instruments employing alternating current for measuring the insulation of circuits which contain capacity has not been exactly a success. Without going more deeply into the manufacture of cables I trust the foregoing remarks will help to remove some of the stigma cast on manufacturers. The problem of pressure-testing cables with alternating or uni-directional current at pressures over 40,000 volts does not at present greatly interest British users. Nevertheless, it is a problem which we may have to face in the near future. For the present we shall consider testing at 20,000 or 40,000 volts ; and as 12 miles are referred to on page 609, it can be assumed that a trunk cable is in mind. With a cable of this magnitude it is practically certain that the work would be put out to contract, and that the pressure test would have to be carried out by the contractor. This task is not so onerous as it may seem, since although the kilovolt-amperes may number over 1,000 it must be remembered that the current will be considerably in advance of the voltage, and that by using the capacity of the cable under test against the inductance of the transformer (usually specially constructed) or suitable choking coils, the actual power taken need not be excessive. Bearing this in mind, there would be very little trouble for the user either to test the cable himself or to retest it after it was laid, if he had suitable apparatus. Assuming the cable had been originally tested after laying, it is most unlikely that the user would wish to retest it at intervals : first, because it is usually inconvenient to take a trunk cable out of commission ; secondly, if a cable is working satisfactorily it is very unwise to interfere with it; and, thirdly, if Mr. Nelson, due to the leakage through the dielectric and the usual brush discharge at the terminals and cable ends. There seems, however, to be one disadvantage, viz. once the cable is charged up, the dielectric is under unidirectional stress, and I do not think this subjects the insulation to anything like the stress that alternating current would, owing to there being practically no heating produced. This is not such a drawback as it may seem, as the properties of the materials used in cable insulation are fairly well known, but it would be a drawback in determining figures in connection with a new form of insulation. What continuous current will do equally as well as alternating is that it will find, by puncturing, the weak spots in the cable or joints ; but, as the author states, the proportion between alternating and continuous current must be something more than sj2 to r, depending, as I have said before, on the class of dielectric. The description of the Delon apparatus leaves much to be desired. I have already asked the author several questions about the method of ensuring that resonance does not take place. There are, however, several other points which are not clear. First, on page 610 condensers are shown, and I understand these have to be used whenever the cable has not sufficient capacity to remain charged during the whole cycle. What type of condensers are used ? Mr. Watson has already told us
some of his troubles, and it would be interesting to know of condensers which can be carted about and which will work at 200,000 volts. Secondly, Fig. 3 shows one side only of the transformer connected through the rectifier to the capacity. Would there be any advantage if both sides were connected through revolving discs, so that when one side of the condenser was in contact with the positive peak the other would be in contact with the negative peak ? Thirdly, the author states on page 612 that the capacity of the cable may be so great that it takes several periods of contact to charge it up. This being so, are any curves available showing the time taken to bring, say, 10 miles of O'i25-sq. in. single-conductor 100,000-volt continuous-current cable from zero to 150,000 volts ? I am inclined to think the time taken to charge to 150,000 volts would be greater proportionately than the time to charge to 80,000 volts given in the Appendix. Also, has any trouble been experienced due to the sudden overload thrown on the transformer at every revolution of the rectifier until the cable is charged ? The voltmeter described is well known, and a similar instrument made by a British firm has been used by myself for measuring voltages up to 300,000. Dealing with the potential that should be adopted, my foregoing remarks show that my own experience has been in agreement with that of M. Laporte and that the ratio is much more than *J2 to 1. It is a pity we are only given particulars of a breakdown on 20 yards of cable. I do not think there is any doubt that, given a long length of cable, the puncture would be sufficiently charred to enable an ordinary loop test to be made. Assuming 1 mile of 10,000-volt single-conductor cable having a capacity of 0*2 mfd., the theoretical number of watts which would pass through the puncture, assuming it took 1 second to pass, would be 10, and as 1/50 second would be ample time for the discharge, it would increase the number of watts to 500. Taking a cable 7 miles long and having a total capacity of 1 "4 mfd. charged to 100,000 volts, and assuming the dis- • -Journal I.E.E., vol. 45, p. 5, 1910. charge took place in 1/50 second, the power dissipated would Mr Ne]son be 350 kw. This would be equivalent to 510 ft.-lb. and would be surely sufficient to cause a fault which could be easily located. One has also to bear in mind that the discharge would probably be oscillatory and that diminishing intermittent currents would pass several times after the main discharge. I have had experience which confirms this point. The author might also have given us some information about the use of valves for obtaining unidirectional current. Recoidalternating current maybe quite different, and it is only by experiment that the ratio of the continuous to the alternating potential which will have the same breakdown effect can be determined. Generally speaking, under check-test conditions the variations in the insulation resistance of a particular cable are a very fair guide as to the dielectric strength, but it is quite conceivable that conditions might arise which would decrease the dielectric strength without decreasing the insulation resistance. For instance, in course of time the cable might be heavily overloaded and thereby kept at an abnormally high temperature, resulting in the drying up of the impregnating material, and whilst the insulation-resistance test might show the original or even a higher value, the dielectric strength might be reduced. Mr. Langton's remarks on this point are instructive. The cable least likely to break down is not always the one which shows the highest insulation resistance, as Mr. Ratcliff points out. With regard to the transformer used with the Delon apparatus, it is quite true that it has to give approximately the same voltage as the transformer for the alternating-current test, and that the sole advantage as regards size and weight is that it has to be designed for only a small current, but there is all the difference between a 3-kw. 30,000-or 40,000-volt transformer, which is all that is required with the Delon apparatus, and a 500-k.v.a. transformer of the same voltage which may be necessary for the alternating-current test. I quite agree with what Mr. Beaver says regarding the question of fatigue if applied to cables up to 10,000 or 11,000 volts, but with 40,000-, 50,000-, or 60,000-volt cables it is not practicable to have anything like the same margin of safety, and it is then found that precautions have to be taken which were unnecessary with the lower voltages. As Mr. Welbourn pointed out in the discussion before the Institution (page 616) faults due to moisture are more readily dealt with by continuous than by alternating current, and it has been found that the Delon apparatus will deal quite satisfactorily with faults of this kind.
In reply to Professor Marchant, the experiments which have been carried out appear to show that the ratio of the continuous to the alternating breakdown pressure is constant in the case of paper-and rubber-insulated cables, and that the ratio is practically the same in these two cases. Nevertheless, it does not follow that the ratio would be the same in the case of other materials. I agree that heating due to dielectric hysteresis would appear to be the cause of fatigue. Mr. Rayner's experiments seem to prove this, Mr. O. L. Kecord. and they also show that under certain conditions this fatigue may be permanent.
Mr. Ratcliff does not consider that a continuous-current test meets the requirements of a test under working conditions on alternating-current cables. I agree and I would not advocate replacing the usual factory test, which can include any refinements such as those suggested, by continuous current. As, however, the object of the test after laying is merely to ensure that the cable has not been injured in this process and that the joints are good, there does not appear to be any reason why continuous current should not be used ; it is merely a question of those concerned agreeing upon the value of the voltage to be employed for the test. I am very glad to note that Mr. Ratcliff endorses the statement that there is no definite relationship between dielectric strength and insulation resistance. By ordinary temperatures I mean any temperature that will not alter the constituency of the insulating material. The statement that the dielectric losses increase appreciably with increase of temperature, is not strictly correct. It appears to be so, owing to the fact that the dielectric losses are themselves the chief cause of the temperature rise, but if the temperature is varied independently, it will be found to have practically no effect on the breakdown voltage. I agree that Figs, i and 2 show the importance of testing with alternating current to verify the dielectric qualities of the insulation, and for this purpose a continuous-current pressure cannot perhaps be regarded as equivalent to the alternating one, but this is not the object of testing after laying, as already pointed out, and for this latter test it lias been shown that an equivalent value can be found and that a continuous-current pressure is perfectly satisfactory for such tests. A great deal of experimental work has, however, still to be done to determine the equivalent value for different materials under different conditions. The work which has been carried out so far is merely a beginning, but enough has been done to show the possibilities of the method and I hope to induce others to take up the subject.
In reply to Mr. Fernie, I would point out that if the figures given in Table E of Mr. Rayner's paper-already referred to are plotted, similar curves to Fig. 1 are obtained. I do not consider the figures he puts forward necessarily depart from the law of this curve. It is unfortunate that the time required for 91-5 kilovolts to cause breakdown is not given ; for the curve shows that if the potential is very slightly less than the limiting value O A which will just cause breakdown, it can be applied indefinitely, whilst the period during which the limiting value can be applied before causing breakdown is only about 10 to 15 minutes. Similarly in the case of change of frequency the time is the determining factor. If a certain voltage at a certain frequency will produce breakdown in a certain time, the same voltage at double the frequency should theoretically produce breakdown in half the time, since the hysteresis loss will be doubled, but this does not mean that half the voltage at double the frequency will cause breakdown in the original time. As a matter of fact, it will be seen from Fig. 1 that the reduction in voltage at the flattest part of the curve corresponding to half the time will be inappreciable. It will gradually increase, however, with the steepness of the curve, but at the steepest part of the curve the breakdown * Journal I.E.E., vol. 49, p. 10, 1912. time is so short that the reduction in time due to increase Mr. o. L. in the frequency is not appreciable ; consequently when the reduction in voltage becomes of any importance it is impossible to determine it, as the breakdown time is practically instantaneous. Mr. Fernie's figure of 5 per cent would therefore not appear to depart from the law of the curve. I do not agree with him that nearly all the statements about dielectrics should be accepted as true rather for a specimen than for a substance. I am of the opinion that they are as a rule true for a substance, but that they may only appear to apply to a specimen owing to the great difficulty in making exact and consistent measurements. The question of the opposition of cable makers to the repetition of high-tension alternating-current tests, I have dealt with in my reply to the discussion before the Institution (page 622). As pointed out in the paper, it is unnecessary to use condensers in the case of multi-core cables. Nevertheless, the makers of the Delon apparatus have designed special condensers for the purpose which have proved perfectly satisfactory.
Professor Field's mechanical analogy is interesting but must not be carried too far. As Professor Marchant points out, the fatigue of insulating materials is not due to dielectric strain but to heating produced by dielectric hysteresis, and as this heating does not occur with a continuous voltage, there is no fatigue, so that no matter how often the voltage is applied, removed, and re-applied, it will not cause breakdown if it is below the steady breakdown value. I am afraid I cannot say definitely whether the ratio of continuous to alternating breakdown pressure would be the same for a failure over a creepage surface as for direct puncture. The tests described in the first column on page 614, however, would appear to show that it is. As mentioned in reply to Mr. Ratcliff, there is still a great deal of experimental work to be done in connection with this ratio.
The various points mentioned by Mr. Symons have already been raised by other speakers and replied to.
In reply to Mr. Brooking, an attempt was made to introduce the Dclon apparatus into this country in the early part of 1912, but when it was realized that it entailed altering not only the standard specifications but also the Board of Trade regulations, the attempt was abandoned. It must also be remembered that owing to the fact that there are even now only a few systems in this country working at more than 11,000 volts, there has been but little difficulty in making alternating-current tests and little to be gained by the use of the Delon apparatus. Meantime it has been extensively used in France, and from recent information received from the makers there are now few cable systems of any importance in that country on which it is not used. Whilst Mr. Brooking makes a general statement as to a number of items in the paper being inconsistent, he only specifically mentions one instance. In that case the apparent inconsistency is due to his comparing together two entirely different ratios. For whilst the first set of figures he quotes are actual breakdown voltages, the second set, which are taken from the table on page 615, are not ; what they give is the ratio of the continuous-current pressure supplied by the Delon apparatus to the high-tension alternating pressure applied to it.
Mr. Crellin's deduction that the breakdown pressure of a Mr. O. L. Keconl. well-made cable should increase with temperature up to 50 0 C, would appear theoretically to be the case ; for Hochstiidter found that for high-tension cables the dielectric loss rapidly diminished between temperatures of 10 C. and 40° C, after whicli it increased fairly rapidly.* Consequently, as the cause of breakdown of high-tension cables would appear to be due to heating produced by dielectric hysteresis, any factor which reduces the dielectric loss should increase the time required for breakdown. Conversely, it should require a higher voltage to cause breakdown in a given period, but for the reasons pointed out in reply to Mr. Fernie in connection with the question of the effect of the change of frequency, the increase of voltage corresponding to a reduction in time is quite small except in the case of practically instantaneous breakdown, and as the reduction in time due to the decreased dielectric loss would be small, the increase in breakdown voltage would be negligible. Mr. Crellin's argument as to the relative effect of alternating and continuous-current potentials in regard to a crack would appear to be in brief that, whereas with alternating current the greater part of the potential gradient would be across the crack and so cause sparking and a speedy breakdown of the fault, with continuous current the potential gradient might adjust itself as if no crack existed ; but assuming this to be so, as the resistance of the crack would be higher and the dielectric strength lower than that of the insulating material, the potential across the crack, if sparking is not to occur, would have to be much less than across the same thickness of sound material. Consequently, the potential across the rest of the dielectric would be increased and breakdown would occur. The point Mr.
Crellin raises as to the increasing transformer ratio has no influence on the results given in the table on page 615, as the pressure is that actually measured on the high-tension side of the transformer. The increasing ratio appears to be due to the relatively smaller influence of the loss at the spark contacts at the higher potentials. The potential of the primary side of the transformer can always be adjusted by means of the rheostat provided, so that the exact potential required on the continuous-current side of the apparatus is obtained.
In reply to Mr. Langton it has not been found possible with the Delon apparatus to charge up an overhead line ; the charging current is dissipated as fast as it is supplied. I am very glad that Mr. Langton confirms there is no relation between insulation resistance and dielectric strength. His remarks in this connection are extremely interesting. I have already dealt in my reply to Mr. Fernie witli the question of the effect of change of frequency. I am sorry I was not able to include in the paper an illustration of the Abraham-Villard electrostatic voltmeter, but, as I have already remarked, the illustrations I have were unsuitable for reproduction. An electrostatic voltmeter for 100,000 volts on the Kelvin principle would certainly be very clumsy unless compressed air or oil were used to prevent sparking over.
Mr. Allcock gives further particulars of Mr. Beaver's test sheath which has already been referred to. I can only repeat that if this method of testing were adopted * The reason of this would appear to be due to the relative variation of the properties of the material, namely, resistance and capacity, with temperature, as is clearly set out by Mr. Kayner in his paper already referred to.
there would, of course, be no need for the ordinary Mr. o. L. alternating-current testing apparatus at present used, ecor ' and consequently for the Delon apparatus.
In reply to Mr. J. W. Record, if the current given by the Delon apparatus should not be described as continuous, no more should that given by an ordinary continuouscurrent generator ; in both cases the current is rectified, whilst the ripples are less accentuated in the former than in the latter case. The question of capacity has really very little influence, for although an increase in the capacity will increase the time required to charge up the cable to the full potential, yet under the worst conditions occurring in practice and with the output of the transformer limited to 3 kw., the time is so shortonly a few minutes-as to be of little importance. I agree that a sine qua non for the adoption of the Delon apparatus is that the cable makers, cable users, and the authorities concerned should agree upon the value of the continuous-current pressure to be employed.
In reply to Mr. Nelson, I have already explained my remarks with regard to the cable makers in my reply to the discussion before the Institution (page 622). I have also made clear that the paper refers to cables for voltages higher than those ordinarily met with in this country, as this point did not appear to be understood. I quite agree with what Mr. Nelson says regarding extra-hightension cables, as I presume he refers to cables for voltages from 3,000 to 11,000, that is below the range I had in view. For measuring the insulation of a cable, I consider the " Megger " to be one of the best instruments. Mr. Nelson suggests keeping down the output of the testing transformer by using a choking coil to neutralize partially the effect of the capacity of the cable. This method of working as employed by the India Rubber, Gutta Percha, and Telegraph Works Company for testing the cores of submarine cables was described some years ago by Mr. S. A. Russell in the Electrical Engineering Supplement to the Engineer of 12 December, 1902. I understand, however, that the method was very soon abandoned as -it was found impossible to avoid dangerous resonance effects. Mr. Nelson then sets out to show that there is no need for and no likelihood of cables being retested after once being laid ; but cables do have to be retested occasionally, for instance after a breakdown, and the original test after laying has to be taken care of, so that it would still appear to be worth while trying to develop improved methods of testing. Whether a paper cable can be tested at double j working pressure for short periods almost indefinitely I without harm, depends upon the factor of safety, which in turn depends upon the working voltage and on what is meant by short periods. I am sorry Mr. Nelson has been disappointed with the paper. I trust, however, that he has found some slight consolation in the excellent discussion which has resulted. Mr. Nelson objects to the word " continuous" in the title of the paper. Is the current given by the ordinary continuous-current generator truly continuous ? Of course it is not, though we speak of it as such. It is made up of a series of unidirectional waves following rapidly one after the other. In a similar manner the current given by the Delon apparatus consists of a number of uni-directional impulses following rapidly upon one another; no special precautions have been taken to ensure a sine wave, and yet Under these conditions the breakdown voltage is not independent of the temperature and it occurs at a much lower figure as the temperature increases. If the rate of generation of heat in the dielectric is greater than the rate of dissipation, the temperature will gradually rise until a breakdown occurs. In regard to the Engineering Standards Committee's specification for testing cables, which prescribes twice the normal voltage for 30 minutes, I find that the Standardization Rules of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers also specify twice the normal voltage, but only for one minute and at the normal frequency of the system. This applies to all apparatus for which the test pressure does not exceed 10 kiloVolts, except apparatus of a very large static capacity or a large cable system. It seems to me that a i-minute test is too short, since the dielectric has not time to heat up, and I think the temperature effect is therefore lost. I should also like to ask the author whether he has found any difference in his tests due to polarity effect on reversing the charge from positive to negative. The figures for equivalent breakdown pressure given in the Appendix for continuous current as against alternating current are certainly interesting, and they prove that alternating current has a much greater penetrative effect than continuous current. I have seen no satisfactory explanation of this fact, unless it be due to the fatiguing action of the alternating current, in other words to chemical action in the dielectric which is not produced by the continuous current. I assume that the tests given in that ible for extra-high-tension mains must have in getting the proper tests after the mains are laid when the testing pressure required is above 20,000 volts. Up to that voltage there does not seem to be much difficulty in applying the required pressure, but after the mains are laid it is ever so much more difficult, particularly on a long network, and I suggest that pressure tests are rarely applied to mains after they have been laid. Reliance is placed on surges and similar effects to take the place of such a pressure test. The author considers that in most cases singleconductor cables are constructed to transmit only lowpressure continuous current. We have recently seen that single-conductor cables will probably be used mostly for transmitting very high pressures where the route crosses a railway and in other places where overhead wires are prohibited ; this apparatus will therefore have to deal with such cases as well. My experience is that one should rely on insulation testing up to a certain point and then wait for some act of God, such as for the mains to be struck by lightning, which will bring out the small faults that may have been in existence for years without causing the cable to break down.
Mr. C. J. JEWELL: With the apparatus described it Mr. Jewell, seems possible to carry out the high-pressure tests on long lengths of cable without the trouble and inconvenience often experienced with the double-pressure alternatingcurrent test. As far, however, as results go there does not seem to be any very clear indication as to what continuouscurrent pressure would be necessary to have the same test effect as the usual alternating-current test of twice the working pressure. I should like to ask the author whether in the various tests he has found any difference between the results with a cable having a low insulation resistance and one of similar length with a high insulation resistance. It is common knowledge that the different compounds or oils used in the various types of paper cables are very liable to show large variations in the insulation-resistance test. I wonder whether this has any bearing on the ratios Mr. more danger of injuring the apparatus with a suitable Burnand. alternating pressure than there is with a continuous pressure. It seems to me, therefore, that the advantage of the test with continuous current is its ease of application when testing apparatus having considerable capacity, this applying especially to cables, and, as the author states, to test the long cable with a high alternating voltage requires an apparatus altogether too cumbersome for practical use. I do not think a continuous-current test can altogether displace the alternating-current test, as it is a test of dielectric strength, but not of dielectric hysteresis, which is a very necessary test for apparatus for use with alternating current. At the same time I quite agree that if an alternating-current test be made at the factory, a continuous-current test, as suggested, after laying the cable is quite sufficient, as this definitely locates any weakness of the insulation if such has occurred in the interval, and it would be unreasonable to expect any alteration in hysteresis loss in the course of a few days or even a few weeks under normal conditions. I do not think we can say yet that this dielectric hysteresis of a cable does not alter in a considerable time, and until this is settled it would seem rather doubtful if the continuouscurrent test will be sufficient throughout the life of the cable.
T h e half ton of apparatus mentioned on page 6 n looks rather heavy for a portable apparatus that has to deliver only a few hundred volt-amperes, and it would appear possible to reduce this considerably. Also it would appear not impossible that an electrical influence machine could be developed for this work which would be still more portable. Regarding the condensers mentioned, I should be glad if the author would say what type of condenser is used for 100,000 volts and over. Regarding the paragraph on page 614 headed " Indefinite Repetition of Tests," I do not consider that the continuous-current test has any advantage over the alternating-current test as regards repetition, provided the latter does not reach a value that will injure the insulation. It simply means that this is to be a considerably lower value than the continuouscurrent test, and whilst this is certainly lower than the latter, it is more complete, in being a test of hysteresis as well as of dielectric strength. Regarding the nature of the charge given to the cable, I agree that this is practically a steady continuous pressure on the apparatus tested, but on the beginning of the charge when the pressure on the cable or apparatus under test is very small, and that at the discharging point fairly high, this gives a particularly vicious kick on the testing transformer, which is very likely to break down the insulation of the end turns, unless these are specially insulated to deal with this kick, and I believe that considerable trouble has been experienced due to this. W h e r e there is any doubt, therefore, it would be advisable to have a choking coil close to the transformer terminals, which would cushion this discharge to some extent; and a condenser at the transformer side of the choker would still further cushion this, but at the same time these-and especially the condenser-are not things that would be too lightly installed for these very high test-pressures, so that probably for regular work the simplest and cheapest plan is to make the transformer suitable for taking these shocks, and the auxiliary apparatus would only be used for particularly severe work beyond what the transformer was designed for. Regarding the table on page 615, in spite of the ratio remaining somewhere about 2 f 5 as shown, I do not think this ratio is capable of anything approaching universal application, as it is a ratio that is profoundly affected by the thermal characteristic of the insulation and electrodes, and also by the dielectric hysteresis of the insulation.
Mr. O. L. RECORD (in reply) : Replying to Mr. Wright, by ordinary temperatures I mean any temperature that is not of such a value as to alter the constituency of the insulating material. It must of course be understood that the temperature variation is produced by means external to the cable itself. If the temperature rise is the result of the hysteresis loss, the breakdown voltage will of course be reduced. I agree with Mr. Wright that a 1-minute pressure test is too short, as a test of this duration does not take any account of the temperature rise due to dialectric losses. As pointed out in connection with Fig. 1 , the critical time would appear to be about 15 minutes ; consequently, the duration of a pressure test should not be less than this. U p to the present no experiments have been made to find the effect of change of polarity, and I am not therefore in a position to give any information on this point. T h e fact that the ratio of the continuous to the alternating-current pressure which will have some breakdown effect is greater than yj2 to 1, would appear to be due to the dielectric losses and consequent heating produced by the alternating current ; with continuous current this heating does not occur. I hardly think it is a question of chemical action, though it is quite possible that just before breakdown occurs the temperature may reach such a value as to alter the chemical composition of the material. T h e table on page 615 does not give the ratio between continuous and alternating-current breakdown voltages but the ratio of the continuous-current voltage given out by the Delon apparatus to the high-tension alternating-current voltage applied to i t ; consequently, the question of frequency and temperature does not arise. I am sorry I have no curves to show the growth of the potential with time. At the end of the test great care must be exercised in discharging the cable if breakdown is not to occur. T h e simplest way to effect this is to continue to run the contact-maker whilst the voltage is reduced, thus allowing the cable gradually to discharge.
I am pleased to note Mr. Campion's remarks re the difficulty of making pressure tests on long mains when the voltage is above 20,000, and whilst I cannot agree that pressure tests are rarely applied to mains after they have been laid, still cases do arise (and they are likely to be more frequent in the future as higher pressures become more common) where it is not possible to make such tests with alternating current on account of the size and weight of the apparatus required. It is quite possible that higher pressures will be-attained in the future with single-core than with multi-core cables ; in such cases the full pressure of the Delon apparatus, namely, 100,000 or 150,000 volts, can always be obtained by the use of the auxiliary condensers.
In reply to Mr. Jewell, the experiments of Dr. Lichtenstein described in the Appendix show a mean ratio between the continuous-current and alternating-• current breakdown pressures of 2*6 to 1 for paper-insulated cables and approximately the same ratio for rubber-insu- Chaytor that the effects produced by continuous and by alternating current may be quite different and that alternating-current apparatus should be tested with alternating current; but this alternatingcurrent test is always made on cables in the factory, and as the test after laying is merely to ensure that no damage has occurred and that the joints are good, there does not appear to be any sound reason why continuous current should not be used for the purpose. I quite agree that no useful purpose is attained by prolonging the test for one hour. I think the time might very well be fixed at 15 minutes. It is not possible with the Delon apparatus to test extra-high-tension cables connected to an overhead line, as it is found impossible with the apparatus to charge up such a line, the insulation resistance being too low. With regard to the effect on conductor 3 in Fig. 6 if one of the other conductors should break down, in Fig. 6A conductor 3 is the intermediate point, the potential between it and between the other conductors and the lead being only half the full test pressure. The breakdown of conductor 1 or 2 would be equivalent to connecting a to b, the result being that the potential between 3 and the lead would drop to zero, alternate charges being of opposite Mr. O. L. sign. In Fig. 6B the lead is the intermediate point and
Recordis at earth potential, whilst the full test potential is between conductors 3 and 1 or 2, and half the full test potential between each of the conductors and the lead. Consequently, a breakdown of conductor 1 or 2 would not affect the potential of conductor 3. Mr. Chaytor raises a very interesting point in connection with the burning out of faults to earth due to moisture. The difficulty pointed out has not been experienced, the apparatus dealing quite successfully with faults of this kind. It is quite true that the transformer used with the Delon apparatus has to give practically the same potential as the transformer for the alternating-current test, but whereas in the latter case any capacity up to 500 k.v.a. might be necessary, a 3-kw. transformer is all that is required for the continuous-current test.
I think there is a good deal to be said in favour of Mr. Hartnell's suggestion in connection with cable tests. The fact that static apparatus is being used in some cases for the tests after laying, would seem to indicate that there are other engineers of much the same opinion.
In reply to Mr. Burnand, I have already dealt with the question of fatigue. I agree that where the length and capacity of the cable to be tested is such as only to require a few hundred watts, the weight of the apparatus can be considerably reduced. The output has, however, been fixed at 3 kw. so as to be able to deal with any conditions likely to arise in practice.
